“Robert Irwin: All the Rules Will Change”
Is First US Museum Survey Outside California in Nearly Four Decades
*Featuring Groundbreaking 1960s Works and New Large-Scale Installation*

“Robert Irwin: All the Rules Will Change,” a major exhibition by one of the leading postwar American artists, runs April 7–Sept. 5 at the Smithsonian’s Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden. It is the first museum survey devoted to Irwin’s work from the pivotal decade of the 1960s, as well as the first U.S. museum survey outside his native California since 1977. The Hirshhorn is the exhibition’s only venue. A pioneer of California Light and Space art, Irwin (American, b. 1928, Long Beach, Calif.; lives and works in San Diego) is also a leading figure in broader movements away from discrete art objects in traditional media and toward an understanding of art as a perceptual experience.

The exhibition, whose title is drawn from the artist’s writings, consists of two parts. A historical survey chronicles the period from 1958 to 1970, during which Irwin moved from making small-scale abstract paintings to large acrylic discs and columns, before eventually abandoning working in a studio in favor of producing ephemeral installations of modest, unconventional materials, each made in response to the circumstances of a given site. The exhibition culminates in a major new commission in the Hirshhorn’s galleries, where Irwin will create an immersive installation in response to the museum’s distinctive architecture using what has become his signature medium, scrim.
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“Robert Irwin is one of the driving forces behind the expansion of the definition of art in the second half of the 20th century,” said Hirshhorn Director Melissa Chiu. “His new installation extends this vital legacy, engaging with the museum’s architecture so that visitors experience our public spaces in new ways. The Hirshhorn is honored to introduce Irwin’s intellectually rigorous and indescribably beautiful work to a new generation of viewers.”

“The 1960s is a crucial decade in the history of contemporary art, and Robert Irwin’s investigations into the ways our perceptual processes are shaped and framed were at the forefront of the developments unfolding then,” said Hirshhorn Curator Evelyn Hankins, who organized the exhibition. “The historical portion of the exhibition includes many rarely seen works that, because of their extremely subtle nature, demand in-person viewing. And as both these objects and the new installation demonstrate, Irwin’s art becomes fully present only when you are standing in the physical space, experiencing it over an extended period of time.”

As the survey follows Irwin’s inquiry into the nature and experience of art, it proceeds through each groundbreaking series of works from the period: the hand-held paintings, the pick-up sticks paintings, the early line paintings, the late line paintings, the dot paintings, the aluminum discs, the acrylic discs and the acrylic columns. The expansive new installation that occupies the final gallery employs more than 100 linear feet of scrim, spanning the space and extending from floor to ceiling, to square architect Gordon Bunshaft’s circle in one simple, conceptually elegant gesture.

The exhibition will be accompanied by a full-color scholarly catalog, co-published with Prestel, that includes essays by Hankins, Irwin, Matthew Simms, Jennifer Licht Winkworth and Susan Lake.

Related Programs

**James T. Demetrion Lecture: Robert Irwin**
Thursday, April 7
7 pm, Ring Auditorium
Irwin discusses his life and work for the Hirshhorn’s most prestigious lecture series, presented in honor of the Hirshhorn’s second director.

**Curators in Conversation: Lynne Cooke, Rob Weiner and Evelyn Hankins**
Monday, April 18
6:30 pm, Ring Auditorium
Hankins joins National Gallery of Art Senior Curator Lynne Cooke and Chinati Foundation Associate Director Rob Weiner to discuss major projects by Irwin at the Hirshhorn, Dia:Beacon and Chinati.

**Irving Blum and The Cool School**
Wednesday, May 4
6:30 pm, Ring Auditorium
Legendary contemporary art dealer Irving Blum introduces the documentary *The Cool School: How LA Learned to Love Modern Art* and reflects on his time at Ferus Gallery, where he worked with artists such as Irwin, Ed Ruscha, Larry Bell, Andy Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein and Jasper Johns.
Lawrence Weschler
Tuesday, May 17
6:30 pm, Ring Auditorium
The author of Seeing Is Forgetting the Name of the Thing One Sees: Over Thirty Years of Conversations with Robert Irwin, arguably one of the most popular and insightful monographs about a contemporary artist, explores the development of the artist’s practice in the 1960s and many of his site-conditioned projects.

“Robert Irwin: All the Rules Will Change” has been made possible through support from the LLWW Foundation and members of the Leadership Committee for “Robert Irwin: All the Rules Will Change.” Additional support has been provided by the Hirshhorn International Council and the Scholarly Studies Program of the Smithsonian Institution.

For more information about Irwin and the exhibition, visit hirshhorn.si.edu/collection/robert-irwin/.